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BACKGROUND OF RESEARCH
• Plug-Loads and interactions with them have become unavoidable part of daily life of modern humans. In offices, 15-20% of
energy use is through plug-loads. It can reach more than 50% of total energy use in high-efficiency buildings. Plug-loads are
hard to realistically manage through automation since they are very diverse, and their operation in a building varying with
respect to time and space.
• Plug-loads are supplied energy through electrical sockets/outlets, but existing sockets are not smart enough to readily
identify the appliances that get connected to them. This is a major barrier to actualize smarter building-grids.

OUR SOLUTION
• We propose a Smart Electrical Outlet\Socket
(SEOS) which can instantly know both metadata
and operational electrical data of plug-loads that
get connected to it.
• This is achieved through placing inexpensive nearfield communication (NFC) chip on the plug-load,
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Fig. 1. Examples of metadata of plug-loads meant for human beings to
read, but are usually inaccessible by automation systems in buildings

two versions – a) wall-socket b) portable-socket.
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Fig. 2. Mechanism of operation of SEOS hardware.

Building-Firewall: SEOS can authorize plugloads like how “firewalls” authorize programs.

Benefits of SEOS
 Smart identification
 Smart authentication
 Power-quality-aware
plug-load control
 Real-time inventory
 Automated auditing

Fig. 3. Identification of states of plug-loads using SEOS

CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
A Smart Electrical Outlet/Socket (SEOS) has been proposed. It has the unprecedented ability to instantly acquire the metadata
and operational electrical data of plug-loads. SEOS ecosystem can perform smart on/off control of the plug-loads based on
digital-profiles, thus providing a multitude of digitalized services in buildings through edge/cloud computing in the future.
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